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Many pathologists have never heard of chronic hypersensitivity pneumonitis (CHP), but in the past 15 years, CHP has emerged as an important problem in fibrosing interstitial pneumonias, a problem that encompasses definitions of clinical, radiologic, and pathologic features required for the diagnosis and issues of treatment and prognosis (for a recent short review of clinical features and imaging see Salisbury et al).1

In current practice, whether a patient has CHP is a common, multidisciplinary discussion, and one about which there is often considerable disagreement. In a formal study, Walsh et al2 asked 7 experienced multidisciplinary discussion groups, comprising clinicians, radiologists, and pathologists, to review the same 70 cases and examined the level of agreement. The intergroup weighted $\kappa$ coefficient for a diagnosis of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (usual interstitial pneumonia/idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis [UIP/IPF]; the designation UIP/IPF is used here to distinguish it from UIP/IPF with a UIP-like pattern) was 0.71, for a diagnosis of connective tissue disease–associated interstitial lung disease 0.73, but, for CHP, was only 0.29. Some (unknown) proportion of cases that once would have been labeled UIP/IPF are now viewed as CHP. Ohtani et al3 described 8 of 17 patients (47%) with bird exposure ultimately diagnosed as CHP who were initially thought to have UIP/IPF, and Morell et al4 reported that 20 of 46 patients (43%) initially believed to have IPF on the basis of the American Thoracic Society 2011 criteria5 turned out to have CHP on more detailed evaluation. This problem is becoming more frequent in diagnostic pathology practice because the current recommendation is that patients with clinically and radiologically typical UIP/IPF do not need a surgical lung biopsy,5 so that the relative number of UIP/IPF biopsies is decreasing. However, judging from consultation cases, UIP/IPF is being overdiagnosed by pathologists with considerable frequency, and it is clear, on review, that many cases so labeled are actually CHP with a UIP-like pattern.

In the past, this distinction was probably moot because the basic approach to all fibrosing interstitial pneumonias was to treat them with steroids. However, in the current era, separation of UIP/IPF from CHP is crucial because the former is treated with antifibrotic agents (pirfenidone, nintedanib),6 whereas CHP is treated with immunosuppressive agents.7 The general definition of hypersensitivity pneumonia/idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis is uncommon in UIP/IPF. In addition, CHP may produce a picture of fibrotic nonspecific interstitial pneumonia. Although giant cells/granulomas are usually present in subacute hypersensitivity pneumonitis, they are much less frequently found in CHP, and their absence does not contradict the diagnosis. This diagnostic separation is clinically important because CHP is treated differently than UIP/IPF is (immunosuppressive agents versus antifibrotic agents); further, there are some data to suggest that removing the patient from antigen exposure improves outcome, and there is evidence that patients with CHP have a much better survival prognosis after lung transplantation than do patients with UIP/IPF. In most cases, accurate diagnosis of CHP requires consultation among clinicians, radiologists, and pathologists.

Conclusions.—Upper lobe–predominant fibrosis and/or air-trapping on computed tomography scan are features of CHP but not UIP/IPF; however, radiologic separation is possible in only about 50% of cases. Morphologically, CHP sometimes mimics UIP/IPF, but CHP often shows isolated foci of peribronchiolar (centrilobular) fibrosis, frequently associated with fibroblast foci, and in CHP, fibrosis may bridge from the centrilobular region to another bronchiole, an interlobular septum, or the pleura (“bridging fibrosis”). This set of findings is uncommon in UIP/IPF. In addition, CHP have a much better survival prognosis after lung transplantation than do patients with UIP/IPF. In most cases, accurate diagnosis of CHP requires consultation among clinicians, radiologists, and pathologists.
pneumonitis (HP) includes exposure to a sensitizing antigen (sometimes called an inciting agent in the literature), and there is some evidence that removing a patient with CHP from antigen exposure improves survival, although other reports deny that. So correct diagnosis of CHP cases may be important to alert the clinician to look for a source of exposure. Patients with CHP have a considerably better prognosis after lung transplantation than do patients with UIP/IPF, apparently because patients with CHP are less susceptible to bronchiolitis obliterans. All these issues mandate an accurate diagnosis of CHP versus some other form of fibrosing interstitial pneumonia.

A major part of the problem in recognizing CHP is that many of these patients (at least 50% but probably more) have a fibrotic lung disease without a recognizable antigen exposure. Detection of circulating immunoglobulin G against specific antigens may or may not reveal the sensitizing agent, and the same is true of inhalation-challenge testing, which is performed in only a few laboratories and which may not produce a physiologic reaction in CHP. In this circumstance, imaging and pathologic features become crucial to establishing the diagnosis, but radiologic separation of CHP from UIP/IPF or fibrotic nonspecific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP) has been estimated to be feasible in no more than 50% of cases, so that the diagnosis in a significant proportion of cases will fall to the pathologist. However, the pathology literature on CHP is fairly scanty, the overall number of cases described is small, and even within those cases, there is controversy about the exact features that allow a diagnosis of CHP.

This brief review will attempt to summarize the pathology literature regarding CHP, highlight the outstanding questions, and provide pathologists with some guidelines for the diagnosis.

**DEFINITION OF CHP**

In a broad sense, the literature classifies HP into acute, subacute, and chronic forms, but the exact definition for each of those categories, especially for CHP, is contentious. There are basically 2 views: one is that CHP is defined by time since the appearance of symptoms (variously described in the literature as greater than 3 months, 4 months, or 1 year) and/or the pattern of disease presentation (“recurrent,” “insidious,” versus “acute”); the other is that CHP is defined only by the presence of fibrosis either on imaging or from biopsy (reviewed in Salisbury et al and Spagnolo et al). In our view, the evidence is clear (see Relationship of Pathologic Findings in CHP to Prognosis below) that the presence of fibrosis is associated with a considerably worse prognosis compared with patients with HP who do not have fibrosis (under this definition, the latter are labeled as having acute or subacute CHP, depending on presentation), and we will use CHP here to indicate only HP cases with fibrosis. Arguments about time course/patterns of presentation are beyond the scope of this review, but the interested reader is referred to Ohtani et al, Spagnolo et al, and Lacasse et al.

**IMAGING FEATURES OF CHP**

Characteristic findings on high-resolution computed tomography (CT) chest scans in patients with CHP include fibrosis with reticulation, architectural distortion, traction bronchiectasis, and bronchoilectasis (Figure 1, A through D). Honeycombing, which is a requirement for a diagnosis of UIP/IPF, has been reported in 16% to 69% of CHP cases, and in contrast to the honeycombing in patients with UIP/IPF, honeycombing in patients with CHP seldom has a basal predominance. The reticulation in CHP can be patchy, random or peribronchovascular or have a predominantly subpleural distribution, mimicking UIP/IPF. Fibrosis may be predominantly mid or upper zonal with basal sparing (Figure 1, A through D) but is often predominantly in the lower zone and is sometimes evenly distributed. Commonly, superimposed findings of subacute HP are encountered, including patchy ground-glass opacities usually affecting less than 50% of the lung parenchyma. Lobular areas of decreased attenuation and vascularity (Figure 1, E and F) are described in approximately 80% of patients, with poorly defined centrilobular nodules in approximately 50% of patients.

In contrast, UIP/IPF shows reticulation in all lobes; no or minimal ground-glass opacities; honeycombing, which is often extensive; and a peripheral and basal distribution. However, as noted, these criteria fail to provide separation in 50% of cases; in particular, there can be considerable overlap between CHP and UIP/IPF.

**PATHOLOGIC FEATURES OF CHP**

There are relatively few articles that describe the pathologic features of CHP, and comparisons among those studies are bedeviled by the few cases, slightly differing definitions of the various patterns observed, and variable information about each particular feature. Some articles only provide pathologic diagnoses without any diagnostic criteria. For the most part, we cite articles that have enough pathologic detail to be sure about what is meant or to indicate that use standard definitions.

**Subacute HP**

By our stated definition, interstitial fibrosis must be present to make a diagnosis of CHP, but areas of traditional subacute HP may be present as well, and those findings are very helpful in arriving at the correct diagnosis. Typical subacute HP appears as peribronchiolar (centrilobular) interstitial, chronic inflammatory infiltrates of lymphocytes, plasma cells, and sometimes a few eosinophils (for a review see, Churg and Muller and Herbst and Myers). Subacute HPs have associated nonnecrotizing granulomas or giant cells in perhaps 70% of cases; the granulomas or giant cells are usually described as interstitial, but airspace giant cells and granulomas can also be found. “Bronchiolitis” is often reported in subacute HP, but what that really means is that the chronic inflammatory infiltrate is present in the wall of the bronchioles as well as in the alveolar interstitium (and rarely present only in the bronchiolar walls and not in the interstitium). Small foci of organizing pneumonia (such as bronchiolitis obliterans organizing pneumonia and cryptogenic organizing pneumonia) may also be present but have little specificity. Less commonly, subacute HP manifests as a pattern of cellular NSIP, with or without giant cells and granulomas.

The exact frequency with which areas of subacute HP are seen in CHP is unclear. Churg et al described subacute HP areas in 7 of 13 CHP cases (54%). Takemura et al reported bronchiolitis in 22 of 22 cases (100%) of CHP with a UIP pattern (it is not clear from that article whether those cases also had peribronchiolar interstitial inflammation). In a later article, Churg et al found areas of subacute HP in 12 of 18 CHP biopsies (67%) with a UIP-pattern. Chiba et al reported bronchiolitis in 7 of 16 cases (44%) with a UIP-
Abbreviations: NR, not specifically reported; NSIP, nonspecific interstitial pneumonia; UIP, usual interstitial pneumonia.

found only 1 of 16 cases (6%) with upper lobe predominance, and Myers stated that bronchiolitis is demonstrated an upper zonal distribution, but Akashi et al.

Takemura et al, 2012; n = 17 autopsy cases (41%) of CHP (Figure 1, A through D); for example, in the report by Churg et al, 2009; n = 25.

Churg et al, 2006; n = 13

Takemura et al, 2012; n = 22

Wang et al, 2017; n = 39


Table 1. Frequency of Pathologic Findings in Chronic Hypersensitivity Pneumonitis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source, y</th>
<th>Isolated Peribronchiolar Fibrosis, No. (%)</th>
<th>Peribronchiolar Fibrosis With Another Pattern of Fibrosis, No. (%)</th>
<th>Bridging Fibrosis, No. (%)</th>
<th>UIP-like Fibrosis, No. (%)</th>
<th>NSIP-like Fibrosis, No. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akashi et al, 2009; n = 16</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>16 (100)</td>
<td>8 (50)</td>
<td>7 (44)</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiba et al, 2016; n = 16</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>14 (87)</td>
<td>11 (69)</td>
<td>16 (100)</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churg et al, 2009; n = 25</td>
<td>3 (12)</td>
<td>15 (60)</td>
<td>15 (60)</td>
<td>18 (72)</td>
<td>4 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churg et al, 2006; n = 13</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>3 (23)</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>9 (69)</td>
<td>4 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takemura et al, 2012; n = 22</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>22 (100)</td>
<td>8 (36)</td>
<td>22 (100)</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al, 2017; n = 39</td>
<td>10 (26)</td>
<td>7 (18)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>7 (18)</td>
<td>22 (56)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: NR, not specifically reported; NSIP, nonspecific interstitial pneumonia; UIP, usual interstitial pneumonia.

Table 2. Separation of Chronic Hypersensitivity Pneumonitis (CHP) With a Usual Interstitial Pneumonia (UIP) Pattern From UIP/Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (IPF) From Video-Assisted Thoracoscopic Surgery Biopsies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finding</th>
<th>CHP</th>
<th>UIP/IPF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zonal predominance</td>
<td>Sometimes upper-zone predominant but can be lower-zone predominant</td>
<td>Always lower-zone predominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peribronchiolar fibrosis</td>
<td>Common and frequently associated with fibroblast foci</td>
<td>Uncommon, unless the lobule has been overrun; usually not associated with fibroblast foci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridging fibrosis</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Rare, unless fibrosis is advanced and the lobule has been overrun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas of subacute HP</td>
<td>May be present</td>
<td>Not present by definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibroblast foci</td>
<td>Usually present, if peribronchiolar favors HP</td>
<td>Always present, should not be peribronchiolar unless the disease is very advanced and the lobule has been overrun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subpleural fibrosis</td>
<td>Can be identical to UIP/IPF but often much less marked and stretches of subpleural sparing may be present</td>
<td>Tends to be very marked with involvement of most or all of the subpleural parenchyma; large blocks of fibrosis with microscopic honeycombing common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant cells and granulomas</td>
<td>May be present, but probably most cases do not have either one</td>
<td>The presence of giant cells or granulomas favors another diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstitial inflammation</td>
<td>Plasma cells, lymphocytes, and a few eosinophils common, but some cases are paucicellular</td>
<td>Should be paucicellular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing pneumonia</td>
<td>Common in some series</td>
<td>If present, represents a superimposed process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microscopic honeycombing</td>
<td>May be present, but many cases do not show honeycombing</td>
<td>Usually present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: HPV, hypereosinophilic syndrome.

Chronic Hypersensitivity Pneumonitis—Churg et al
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Figure 1. Representative high-resolution computed tomography (CT) imaging of chronic hypersensitivity pneumonitis (CHP). A through D, Transverse axial CT chest images obtained through the upper (A and B), mid (C), and lower (D) lung zones demonstrate upper lung zone–predominant findings of fibrosis with reticulation, architectural distortion, and traction bronchiectasis and bronchiolectasis, in a predominantly peripheral and subpleural distribution. The biopsy findings in this case are shown in Figures 2, A through C. E and F, high-resolution CT scan of the chest through the upper lung zones of a different case obtained during inspiration (E) shows patchy peribronchovascular and peripheral reticulation with superimposed, patchy, ground-glass opacities, traction bronchiectasis and bronchiolectasis, and lobular areas of decreased attenuation.
A UIP-like pattern, with patchy, subpleural fibrosis; fibroblast foci; and some amount of microscopic honeycombing, is also common in CHP (Figure 2, C), but often, the pattern in CHP is subtly different from UIP/IPF, with relatively less subpleural fibrosis, little to no honeycombing, and sometimes fibrosis that follows alveolar walls immediately under the pleura, rather than forming the large solid blocks of fibrosis typical of UIP/IPF (Figures 2, A and 3). As well, the degree of peribronchiolar fibrosis or bridging fibrosis may be as severe as, or worse than, the subpleural fibrosis (Figures 2, A and 3). However, as fibrosis gets worse in either UIP/IPF or CHP with a UIP pattern, it tends to overrun the lobule, extending to encompass bronchioles, so in advanced disease, it is sometimes impossible to separate those entities (Figure 2, C; and see Discussion).

Wang et al\textsuperscript{32} reported that 100\% of their CHP cases with a UIP pattern had fibroblast foci, and suggest that the frequency of fibroblast foci is greater in cases with a UIP pattern than in cases with only peribronchiolar fibrosis, in which they found fibroblast foci in 30\%.

Some cases of CHP have very little interstitial inflammation, but other cases have a readily discernible infiltrate of lymphocytes, plasma cells, and a few eosinophils (Figure 4, B), and the numbers of inflammatory cells are greater than one would expect in UIP/IPF, which should be quite paucicellular. Lymphoid aggregates are often present in CHP; Takekura et al\textsuperscript{26} reported lymphoid aggregates in 17 of 22 CHP cases (72\%) with a UIP pattern versus 5 of 13 UIP/IPF cases (38\%), and Chiba et al\textsuperscript{28} found lymphoid aggregates in 60\% of a series of 16 cases (terminology in that article is confusing because the authors appear to be using the term follicles for aggregates.). Myers\textsuperscript{29} explicitly noted that true lymphoid follicles can be found in CHP, but in our experience, they are uncommon and raise a question of connective tissue disease–associated interstitial lung disease (ILD) when present.

Giant cells and granulomas or Schaumann bodies (which are markers of previous granulomas) are very helpful if found (Figures 3 and 4, B), but the reported proportion of cases with those features varies widely. Churg et al\textsuperscript{27} found giant cells or granulomas in 16 of 18 cases (89\%) with a UIP-like pattern and 3 of 3 cases (100\%) with only peribronchiolar fibrosis, and Takekura et al\textsuperscript{26} found giant cells in 15 of 22 cases (68\%) and granulomas in 14 of 22 cases (64\%). However, Chiba et al\textsuperscript{28} described giant cells or granulomas in only 4 of 16 UIP-like cases (25\%). Wang et al\textsuperscript{32} found them in 2 of 7 UIP-like cases (28\%), but in almost all cases with only peribronchiolar fibrosis. These data are somewhat difficult to interpret because, in the past, giant cells and granulomas tended to be viewed as requirements for the pathologic diagnosis of CHP, but that is no longer true, so that case-selection criteria probably changed over time.

**Chronic HP: NSIP-like Fibrosis**

Fibrotic NSIP (used here to denote both fibrotic NSIP and/or mixed cellular and fibrotic NSIP patterns) represents the other major pattern of interstitial fibrosis that is seen in CHP (Figure 5). Churg et al\textsuperscript{27} reported that a fibrotic NSIP picture is less common than a UIP-like picture (4 of 25 cases [16\%] versus 18 of 25 cases [72\%]), but Ohtani et al\textsuperscript{33} found about equal numbers (8 cases of fibrotic NSIP versus 11 cases UIP-like) and Wang et al\textsuperscript{32} reported the opposite pattern (22/39 NSIP versus 7/39 UIP-like).

Many of these cases are not morphologically separable from idiopathic, fibrotic NSIP, but the presence of giant cells and granulomas or Schaumann bodies (Figure 5) favors CHP; Wang et al\textsuperscript{32} found them in 68\% of their fibrotic NSIP-pattern cases, and Churg et al\textsuperscript{27} observed them in 100\% (4 of 4) of such cases. The interstitial inflammatory infiltrate may be sparse or may be composed of lymphocytes, plasma cells, and a few eosinophils, and lymphoid aggregates with or without germinal centers may be present. In our experience, the latter finding suggests a diagnosis of connective tissue disease–associated NSIP rather than CHP.

**Peribronchiolar Metaplasia**

Peribronchiolar metaplasia (PBM, known in the past as lambertosis) refers to very fine, interstitial fibrosis that radiates outward from a bronchiole, with the fibrotic alveolar walls covered by metaplastic, ciliated bronchiolar epithelium (Figure 6). Often, but not always, the bronchiole itself shows scarring of the wall. However, PBM should be distinguished from peribronchiolar fibrosis, which typically is more coarse, may be blocklike, frequently extends much further from the airway, and does not have a covering of ciliated, metaplastic bronchiolar cells (Figures 2, A and B).

There is some suggestion in the literature that PBM may be a marker of CHP (and that it reflects small-airway damage), but that remains to be established. Moreover, PBM can be found in otherwise healthy lungs but is particularly frequently found in lungs with any kind of fibrosing interstitial pneumonias. Fukuoka et al\textsuperscript{34} reported PBM in 17 of 29 UIP cases (59\%), 10 of 20 NSIP cases (50\%), 5 of 6 desquamative interstitial pneumonia cases (50\%), 9 of 18 HP cases (50\%), and 2 of 18 respiratory bronchiolitis with interstitial lung disease cases (11\%). Myers and colleagues\textsuperscript{29,35} concluded that PBM was present in 50\% of HP biopsies and in 100\% of HP autopsies but noted that the frequency of PBM was similarly high in UIP/IPF biopsies, so that it was not diagnostically useful in that context.

**Separation of UIP/IPF From CHP With a UIP-like Pattern**

Separating UIP/IPF from CHP with a UIP-like pattern is by far the most difficult and contentious issue in the diagnosis of CHP and is now being recognized as a problem not only in the diagnosis of CHP but also, conversely, in UIP/IPF as well. Hashisako et al\textsuperscript{36} circulated 20 ILD cases to 11 pathologists; the overall \(k\) coefficient for diagnostic agreement was 0.23. Although that rose to 0.37 when diagnoses were forced into a UIP versus non-UIP dichotomy, the 2 major issues that caused dissension were the presence of interstitial inflammation away from honeycombing, a finding that might represent either CHP or connective tissue disease–associated ILD, and the presence of fibrosis around bronchioles, a frequent feature of CHP, as described above.

Most of the information on separation of UIP/IPF from CHP is derived from qualitative statements in the literature, but Akashi et al\textsuperscript{37} and Takekura et al\textsuperscript{26} explicitly compared...
Figure 2. Chronic hypersensitivity pneumonitis (CHP) in a patient with exposure to down bedding. A, Low-power view of the biopsy of the lower lobe of the case shown in Figure 1, A through D. There is isolated peribronchiolar fibrosis as well as bridging fibrosis (bracket indicates one bridge), with relatively little subpleural disease. This is the typical appearance of CHP. B, Higher-power view of an area of peribronchiolar fibrosis showing a fibroblast focus at the arrow; peribronchiolar fibroblast foci are a feature that favors CHP, rather than usual interstitial pneumonia/idiopathic interstitial fibrosis (UIP/IPF). C, Biopsy of the upper lobe of the same case. The picture here is indistinguishable from UIP/IPF. Asterisk (*) indicates a lobule with bridging fibrosis; however, when fibrosis is this severe, bridging becomes a nonspecific finding that no longer allows separation of UIP/IPF from CHP with a UIP pattern (hematoxylin-eosin, original magnifications ×25 [A and C] and ×200 [B]).

Figure 3. Chronic hypersensitivity pneumonitis in a patient with a hot tub. There is peribronchiolar fibrosis with fine fibrosis bridging to the subpleural region (bracket) as well as bronchiole to bronchiole bridging and patchy, minimal subpleural fibrosis. Inset, A granuloma in this biopsy (hematoxylin-eosin, original magnifications ×25 and ×200 [inset]).
CHP with a UIP-like pattern to UIP/IPF. In both studies, the features that were statistically more common in CHP/UIP were peribronchiolar fibrosis and bridging fibrosis. In the Takemura et al study, bronchiolitis, organizing pneumonia, granulomas/giant cells, and “lymphocytic alveolitis with fibrosis” (which may, in fact, have been foci of subacute HP) were also more common in CHP with a UIP-like pattern. Takemura et al found honeycombing in 13 of 22 cases (59%) of CHP and 10 of 13 cases (77%) of UIP, but in our experience, in CHP with a UIP-like pattern, subpleural fibrosis is often much less marked, and there can be significant stretches in which the subpleural region has minimal or no fibrosis compared with UIP/IPF (Figures 2, A, and 3).

Some studies note the presence of organizing pneumonia in cases of CHP, but care must be taken in using organizing pneumonia as a feature supporting CHP because organizing pneumonia can occasionally be found in many types of interstitial lung disease, in many instances probably representing some other, superimposed process. An acute exacerbation of a fibrotic interstitial pneumonia, which occurs in both CHP and UIP/IPF, can also look like organizing pneumonia superimposed on old fibrosis.

The proportion of CHP cases that are morphologically identical to UIP/IPF is difficult to determine. Churg et al noted that 2 of 18 CHP cases (11%) with a UIP-like pattern could not be separated from UIP/IPF, and Trahan et al reported 2 of 15 such cases (13%) were called CHP (but their definition of chronic was time based, so the actual number of fibrotic cases was smaller). Ohtani et al called 9 of 26 cases (35%) UIP-like, using pathologic definitions based on the 2002 American Thoracic Society guidelines, but whether there were morphologically atypical features for UIP/IPF was not indicated. Chiba et al described 16 cases of CHP with a UIP-like pattern, some (undefined) proportion of which had organizing pneumonia, granulomas, or lymphocytic alveolitis that “might be considered atypical of UIP” (ie, UIP/IPF). Table 2 attempts to summarize the features that favor either CHP with a UIP-like pattern or UIP/IPF.

In theory, genomic analysis might be helpful in this situation, but there is little information in this regard. Selman et al found that lungs with UIP/IPF showed increased expression of genes favoring tissue remodeling, epithelial genes, and myofibroblast genes, whereas HP cases showed increased expression of genes favoring immune responses and T-cell activation. Unfortunately, it is not clear from that article whether the HP cases were subacute or chronic. Recently, Kim et al described a gene expression pattern that they concluded separated UIP/IPF from a variety of other forms of interstitial lung disease, including cases of HP. Again, whether those were chronic or subacute HP cases was not indicated, and there was no specific gene expression pattern reported for the HP cases.

**Other Possible Morphologic Variants of CHP:**

**Idiopathic Bronchiolocentric Interstitial Pneumonia** and **Airway-Centered Interstitial Fibrosis**

Yousem and Dacic reported 10 cases under the name *bronchiolocentric interstitial pneumonia*. All the cases showed a pattern of bronchiolar scarring with interstitial fibrosis following the alveolar walls and covered by metaplastic bronchiolar epithelium radiating away from the bronchioles. Granulomas and giant cells were not found. The picture was somewhat similar to that of PBM, but the fibrosis was considerably more marked and more extensive, sometimes reaching to the pleura. No CT imaging data were available.

---

**Figure 4.** Chronic hypersensitivity pneumonitis in a patient exposed to metal-working fluid. A, Low-power view showing patches of isolated peribronchiolar fibrosis. Note the essentially normal subpleural region. B, High-power view of an area of peribronchiolar fibrosis showing 2 fibroblast foci (arrows), individual giant cells, and moderate, chronic interstitial inflammatory infiltrate (hematoxylin-eosin, original magnifications ×25 [A] and ×200 [B]).

**Figure 5.** Chronic hypersensitivity pneumonitis with a fibrotic, nonspecific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP) pattern in a patient with bird exposure. The biopsy shows a typical, fibrotic NSIP pattern. A Schaumann body, which is a marker of a previously present granuloma, is illustrated in the inset (hematoxylin-eosin, original magnifications ×25 and ×200 [inset]).

**Figure 6.** Chronic hypersensitivity pneumonitis (CHP) with prominent peribronchiolar metaplasia. Peribronchiolar metaplasia is present around 5 bronchioles. The inset shows the typical, extremely delicate fibrosis with overlying metaplastic bronchiolar epithelium of peribronchiolar metaplasia. Peribronchiolar metaplasia is common in biopsies of patients with CHP but is also frequent in usual interstitial pneumonia/idiopathic interstitial fibrosis cases and does not serve to separate them (hematoxylin-eosin, original magnifications ×25 and ×100 [inset]).
In contrast to isolated PBM, which generally appears to be innocuous,34 3 of 9 patients (33%) with bronchiolocentric interstitial pneumonia and follow-up died of disease, and 5 others were alive with progressive disease. Yousem and Dacic40 speculated that this process might be a form of CHP, but none of the cases had any obvious antigen exposures.

Churg et al41 described 12 patients with a process termed airway-centered interstitial fibrosis. Those cases were somewhat similar to those of Yousem and Dacic,40 with fine interstitial fibrosis covered by metaplastic bronchiolar epithelium, again often extending to the pleura, but tending to have more peribronchiolar fibrosis, sometimes in a blocky fashion. The CT imaging showed extensive periairway fibrosis and some interstitial fibrosis. Detailed exposure histories were available for all patients, and none had a history of exposure to a known agent of HP. However, Fenton et al42 reported a case of airway-centered interstitial fibrosis in a patient with ground-glass centrilobular nodules, exposure to birds, and precipitating antibodies against feathers (Figure 7, A and B), and Gaxiola et al43 reported 3 such patients with pigeon exposure. Kuranishi et al44 described 68 patients with what they also called airway-centered interstitial fibrosis, but the sparse illustrations suggest that the process was more concentrated as blocks of fibrosis encompassing bronchioles rather than spreading away from bronchioles in the fashion described by Yousem and Dacic40 and Churg et al.41 Nonetheless, 29 of the Kuranishi et al44 cases (43%) were thought to have HP; another group had aspiration pneumonia. These data suggest that at least some cases of idiopathic bronchiolocentric interstitial pneumonia and airway-centered interstitial fibrosis are forms of CHP.

Other Differential Diagnoses

Microaspiration can cause lesions localized to membranous and particularly respiratory bronchioles and can mimic CHP with a purely peribronchiolar pattern. Often the bronchiolar walls in microaspiration are inflamed or scarred, and the process may extend a little way from the airway (Figure 8). Microaspiration may also cause the formation of small granulomas and/or giant cells in the bronchiolar walls or lumens. However, often in microaspiration, the giant cells are large and may be somewhat bizarre in the fashion commonly seen in foreign-body granulomas. The finding of aspirated material confirms the diagnosis (Figure 8), but aspirated material is not visible in every case. Digested periodic acid–Schiff stains and examination under polarized light can also be helpful in highlighting aspirated particles, particularly vegetable particles or drug tablet fillers. There are arguments in the literature about whether chronic microaspiration can lead to diffuse interstitial fibrosis, but at this point, that theory is purely conjecture, and a biopsy showing peribronchiolar fibrosis with bridging or a UIP-like pattern with peribronchiolar fibrosis is probably not caused by microaspiration.

Imaging can be very helpful when this issue arises because chronic microaspiration tends to lead to bronchiolitis visible on high-resolution CT as multilobar, centrilobular nodules or have a trees-in-bud appearance.45,46

Connective tissue disease–associated ILD often shares morphologic features with CHP, occasionally including peribronchiolar fibrosis and peripheral lobular fibrosis. In our experience, many lymphoid aggregates and/or lymphoid aggregates with germinal centers and a high proportion of plasma cells in the interstitial inflammatory infiltrate suggest
a diagnosis of a connective tissue disease–associated ILD, whereas peribronchiolar metaplasia is much more common in CHP. Clinical information is again crucial; overt connective tissue disease or convincing positive connective tissue disease serology favors a diagnosis of connective tissue disease–associated ILD.

**RELATIONSHIP OF PATHOLOGIC FINDINGS IN CHP TO PROGNOSIS**

Imaging studies (for example19) show clearly that the prognosis of HP with fibrosis, ie, CHP as used here, is considerably worse than the prognosis of HP without fibrosis, ie, subacute HP, and Walsh et al27 showed that the severity of fibrosis on high-resolution CT in CHP was a much better indicator of prognosis than were physiologic measurements. Vourlekis et al9 found that patients whose biopsies showed any (defined simply as >5% fibrosis or honeycombing) did worse than those with no fibrosis. Using more modern definitions of pathologic patterns, Ohtani et al33 Churg et al27 and Wang et al32 all concluded that patients with HP and any pathologic pattern of fibrosis (ie, CHP as used here) fare considerably worse than those without fibrosis (ie, subacute HP as used here).

A question of interest is whether specific patterns of fibrosis in CHP correlate with survival or time to transplantation, and on that, only limited data exist, some of which is contradictory. Table 3 summarizes the literature using reports where outcome by specific pathologic pattern was indicated and standard definitions have been adhered to (the NSIP and “typical” patterns described by Gaxiola et al43 are excluded because the authors indicated that they included cases with and without fibrosis in those categories). Four reports27,32,33,43 indicated that CHP with a UIP pattern had a poor prognosis, with median survivals of 36 to 50 months, and Trahan et al35 reported survivals of 9 months each for 2 patients whose biopsies showed only a UIP pattern. All those numbers were similar to the survival rates for UIP/IPF.

However, there are 2 outlier studies. Chiba et al28 divided cases with a UIP pattern by the number of fibroblast foci per square centimeter and concluded that patients with fewer than 2.2 fibroblast foci/cm² did very well, with 70% survival at 100 months, whereas patients with more than 2.2 fibroblast foci/cm² had a median survival of 27 months. In a broad sense, that report is in accord with studies on UIP in which there was a survival difference by the number of fibroblast foci (eg, du Bois et al48), but those reports usually do not show the type of dramatic difference described by Chiba et al28 and other authors have found no effect of numbers of fibroblast foci on survival.49,50 The 2.2 fibroblast foci/cm² (which was the median in the Chiba et al28 study) was a very small number of fibroblast foci, and the patients with more than 2.2 fibroblast foci/cm² had a median survival of 27 months. Takemura et al26 reported a remarkably good survival of 80% at 100 months for patient with CHPs with a UIP-like pattern, but they also recorded a median survival of 100 months for a comparison group of patients with UIP/IPF, a survival that is not typical of UIP/IPF. Both the Chiba et al26 and Takemura et al26 studies raise a question of whether there is a subgroup of patients with CHP and a UIP-like pattern that do relatively well, whereas for most patients with a UIP-like pattern, it carries a poor prognosis.

Churg et al27 found that patients with a fibrotic NSIP pattern had exactly the same poor median survival (36 months) as patients with a UIP pattern had, and Ohtani et al33 similarly reported identical median survivals (50 months) for fibrotic NSIP and UIP patterns; however, Wang et al32 observed notionally better survival for patients with fibrotic NSIP pattern (median 108 months) compared with patients with a UIP pattern (median 40 months), but those values were not statistically different. Wang et al32 also noted that the greater the amount of fibrosis in their fibrotic NSIP cases, the worse the prognosis. Nunes et al31 reported a median survival of 50 months for patients with CHP and an NSIP picture, a survival which was, interestingly, considerably worse than that for idiopathic NSIP or NSIP associated with a connective tissue disease.

Only 2 reports describe the outcome in patients with purely peribronchiolar fibrosis. Churg et al27 found a median survival of 144 months, but Wang et al32 found a median survival of 60 months, only minimally (and not statistically) better than their patients with UIP patterns. Both those reports had few patients, so those conclusions may be tenuous, but it is hard to understand why pure centrilobular

**Table 3. Median Survival in Chronic Hypersensitivity Pneumonitis (CHP) Cases by Pathologic Pattern**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source, y</th>
<th>Peribronchiolar Fibrosis–Only Survival, mo</th>
<th>UIP Pattern Survival, mo</th>
<th>Fibrotic NSIP Pattern Survival, mo</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al,32 2017</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>Mixed exposures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churg et al,27 2009</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Mixed exposures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaxiola et al,43 2011</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Bird exposures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohtani et al,33 2005</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Bird exposures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takemura et al,26 2012</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>80% survival at 100</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Mixed exposures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiba et al,28 2016</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>27 (if &gt;2.2 fibroblast foci/cm²) 70% (survival at 100 if &lt;2.2 fibroblast foci/cm²)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Bird exposures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nunes et al,31 2015</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Patients with CHP had considerably worse survival rates than did patients who had connective tissue disease or idiopathic NSIP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: NA, not applicable or not reported; NSIP, nonspecific interstitial pneumonia; UIP, usual interstitial pneumonia.
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fibrosis, which is probably the earliest lesion of CHP, should lead to the same poor prognosis as a UIP picture.

CONCLUSIONS

In this review, we have attempted to summarize the pathology literature on CHP. None of the patterns described is absolutely pathognomonic of CHP. In particular, as noted above, with sufficiently severe fibrosis, the lobule tends to be overrun; for example, the lobule indicated by asterisk (*) in Figure 2, C, does have bridging fibrosis, but that lobule is almost completely overrun by fibrosis, and in our view, bridging fibrosis loses its specificity in that circumstance. The field shown in Figure 2, C, could be seen in either UIP/IPF or CHP with UIP-like pattern. At what point there is too much fibrosis to use bridging as a diagnostic separator is not clearly defined, and in some cases, the separation may be impossible. Similarly, peribronchiolar fibrosis and peribronchiolar fibroblast foci are typical of CHP when fibrosis is not too extensive, but with sufficient fibrosis in the lobule, those features may no longer be reliable separators. Sometimes those problems can be solved, even in very fibrotic cases, by finding foci of unequivocal subacute HP, but many cases do not have foci of subacute HP.

For these reasons, it is crucial to put the pathologic findings together with the clinical and imaging findings, particularly when the differential diagnosis is between UIP/IPF and CHP with a UIP-like pattern because in that circumstance, there is a difference in treatment. Predominantly upper zone disease, air-trapping, and more than minimal ground-glass opacities are high-resolution CT features that strongly favor CHP, rather than UIP/IPF. It is our policy not to sign out potential CHP cases without obtaining a detailed clinical history and having a discussion with the radiologist, preferably in the setting of a face-to-face, multidisciplinary discussion.

The exact pathologic pattern (beyond just fibrosis) on surgical lung biopsy in CHP probably correlates with prognosis. The available literature seems to indicate that CHP with a UIP pattern generally has a poorer prognosis, and the presence of numerous fibroblast foci in CHP with a UIP pattern suggests that it may be a self-perpetuating disease, as is true of UIP/IPF. However, as noted above, a few studies have cases with a UIP-like pattern and prolonged survival. Whether those cases reflect particular antigen exposures or patterns of exposure (eg, intermittent exposure to large amounts of antigen versus continuous exposure to small amounts of antigen) is not known. These questions require studies with more cases to draw firm conclusions.
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